Molecular basis for exaggerated sensitivity to mexiletine in the cardiac isoform of the fast Na channel.
Cardiac sodium channels have been shown to have a higher sensitivity to local anesthetic agents, such as lidocaine, than the sodium channels of other tissues. To examine if this is also true for mexiletine, we have systematically measured mexiletine sensitivity of the Na channel isoforms, rH1, (mu)1, and rBII, which were transiently expressed in human embryonic kidney (HEK) 293 cells. We confirmed that the cardiac isoform rH1 exhibited the highest sensitivity among the three tested channel isoforms. In rH1, (mu)1, and rBII, the respective IC(50) values were 62, 294, and 308 microM mexiletine, in regard to tonic block, and 18, 54, and 268 microM mexiletine, in relation to use (8 Hz)-dependent block. The relatively high drug sensitivity of rH1 was an invariant finding, irrespective of channel state or whether channels were subjected to infrequent or frequent depolarizing stimuli. Mutating specific amino acids in the skeletal muscle isoform (mu)1 (namely, (mu)1-I433V and (mu)1-S251A) to those of the cardiac isoform at putative binding sites for local anesthetic agents revealed that only one of the point mutations ((mu)1-S251A) has relevance to the high cardiac drug sensitivity, because mexiletine produced significantly more use-dependent and tonic block in (mu)1-S251A than wild-type (mu)1.